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5th Grade Updates
Math: calculating the area of rectangles with
fractional side lengths
Reading: Researching natural disasters
Science: learning about different species in
ecosystems can struggle or thrive.

6th Grade Updates

A Message from the Principal
These are hard and challenging times for our

Math: calculating area and volume of various
shapes
Reading: exploring the concept of identity through
the book Wonder and poem “Identity” by Julio
Nuboa
Science: learning about phase changes and
molecule attraction.

students, city, country, and world. What continues
to be in the forefront of our minds and hearts is the

7th Grade Updates

safety and well-being of our scholars. We miss

Math: calculating theoretical and experimental
probability
Reading: reading about how the adolescent brain
is impacted by technology
Social Studies:  learning about the strategies and
theatres of WWII
Science: exploring how and why traits are passed
onto future generations

them greatly and cannot wait to see them again.
We want to make sure that scholars
continue to receive a quality education, feel
supported in their work, and continue to feel
connected to our school community. Everyday
scholars have between 2-3 hours of online learning
in google classroom. To help your student and
monitor if they’re completing their work, please
watch this video on how to use google classroom.
https://youtu.be/ZHCcg8RqliE.
Additionally students receive at least 1
check in with a teacher per week to support them
both with academics and serve as an emotional
support as well.
If you have questions or would like to

8th Grade Updates
Math: Constructing functions for linear relationships
through graphs, equations, and word problems
Reading: Analyzing the thematic message of
various poems
Social Studies: Learning how goods are produced
in the global economy.
Science: Studying how energy flows in and out of
Earth.

connect, please reach out to me directly at
mtoppin@hiawathaacademies.org or at
612.802,5521
Sincerely, Mr. Toppin

All School
Lion’s Den: In this google classroom students got the
opportunity to participate in trivia Tuesday and go
on virtual college visits!

